DIR INFO RUNI FRAN BONN CITE HAMB C D V

REF DIR L J (OUT L D) XX

1. SPIEGEL GOT INFO CONCERNING LIFE POSSESSION EICHMANN MEMOIRS
FROM BROTHER EICHMANN IN LINZ AUSTRIA. FACT THAT LIFE HAS MEMOIRS
CONFIRMED INDEPENDENTLY BY ANDREW HEISKELL CHAIRMAN OF BOARD LIFE
INTERNATIONAL WHO VISITED HAMBURG OCTOBER.

2. FOLLOWING FROM L C

A. SPIEGEL WAS APPROACHED BY AUSTRIAN EICHMANN WHO SAID THAT
EICHMANN FAMILY FORCED TO SELL "EXCLUSIVE" RIGHTS TO EICHMANN MEMOIRS
TO LIFE FOR 4,000 DOLLARS TO MEET IMMEDIATE EXPENSES FRAU ADOLF
EICHMANN. HOWEVER THEY DO NOT TRUST LIFE TO PUBLISH TRUE ACCOUNT
AND THEY DO NOT TRUST DEFENSE LAWYER SERVATUS WHOM REGARD AS BONN
GOVERNMENT AGENT. HOWEVER THEY BELIEVE SERVATIUS GOOD LAWYER WHO
WILL DO UTMOST TO SAVE EICHMANN'S LIFE.

B. BECAUSE THESE CONSIDERATIONS THEY DECIDED TO GIVE COPY
OF ENTIRE MATERIAL TO GERMAN PUBLICATION IN VIOLATION LIFE CONTRACT

IN HOPE SPIEGEL WILL DO RIGHT THING IF EICHMANN'S RIGHTS DISREGARDED.

C. SPIEGEL PAID NOTHING. WILL USE PART OF MATERIAL IF DEEMED
NEWSWORTHY AT TIME TRIAL TAKES PLACE.

3. ACCORDING  Doe admitelly did not read or hear all
OF MATERIAL MOST OF WHICH HANDWRITTEN OR ON TAPES SPOKEN BY EICHMANN,
NOT TOO SENSATIONAL OR NEW IN TERMS OF FACTS EXCEPT THAT WHOLE THING
IS ALTOGETHER IN ONE PLACE. OF CURRENT GOVERNMENT PROMINENCE MOST
DEROGATORY TO GLOBKE FOR WHICH EICHMANN SEEMS HAVE SPECIAL ANTAGONISM.

4. WE HAVE  Doe report dated 27 October according which local
WAFFEN SS HIAG CIRCLES HAVE INFO THAT 17 TAPES EICHMANN MEMOIRS
IN EXISTENCE OF WHICH AUGSTEIN OF SPIEGEL HAS 5, DELIVERED THRU
ARGENTINE MIDDLEMAN SAID TO CONTAIN FANTASTIC ACCUSATIONS.
5. NOTE ( ) MERELY REPORTS WHAT IS SAID TO HIM WHILE ( ) HAS FIRST HAND KNOWLEDGE.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: *DISSEMINATION APPLICABLE TO RYBAT CABLES.
**CONCERNED INVESTIGATING SPIEGEL ARTICLE BEFORE PASSING ESSENCE INFO EICHMANN MEMORIES TO BONN GOVERNMENT AT REQUEST ( )